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THE INDIAN ADVOCATE

X THE INDIANS' AMUSEMENT. X
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,HEN not bound down by stern necessity, the
Indian at home was occupied much of the
time with dancing, feasting, gaming, and
story-tellin-g. Though most of the dances
were religious or otherwise ceremonial in

character, there were some which had no other purpose
than that of social pleasure. They might take place in the
day or the night, be general or confined to particular so-

cieties, and usually were accompanied with the drum or
other musical instrument to accentuate the song. The
rattle was perhaps invariably used only in ceremonial
dances. Many dances were of pantomimic or dramatic
character, and the Eskimo had regular pantomime plays,
though evidently due to Indian influence. The giving of
presents was often a feature of the dance, as was betting
of all athletic contests and ordinary games. The amuse-

ments of the Eskimo and extreme northern tribes were
chiefly athletic, such as racing, wrestling, throwing of
heavy stones, and tossing in a blanket. From Hudson bay
to the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Atlantic to the border
of the plains, the great athletic game was the ball play,
now adopted among civilized games under the name of
across. In the north it was with one racket and in the

south with two. Athletes were regularly trained for this
game, and competitions were frequently intertribal. The
wheel-and-stic- k game in one form or another was well-nig- h

universal. As played in the E. one gamester rolled
forward a stone disk or wheel, while his opponent slid
after it a stick curved at one end in such a way that the
wheel, when it fell to the ground, rested within the crook
of the stick. On the plains and in the southwest a wooden
wheel, frequently netted) took the place of the stone
disk. Like most Indian institutions, the game often had a
symbolic significance in connection with a sun myth. A


